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Abstract 
This report presents the results of a survey of the language varieties of Fakai District in Zuru Local Government 

Area of south-central Kebbi State in Nigeria. The survey was conducted in April 1991 and January 1992. The pur-
pose was to determine the optimal language variety for transcription as a written standard. The survey instruments 
utilized were the lexicostatistical and syntactic comparison of Fakai District varieties, Recorded Text Tests, and a 
dialect/accent recognition test. 

1 Introduction 
During April 1991 and January 1992, Clark Regnier with the assistance of Jacob Hassan and David Ishaya re-

searched the indigenous language of Fakai District in Zuru Local Government Area (L.G.A.) of Kebbi State. The 
purpose of this research was to determine the number of speech forms that would need to be written so that at least 
one of the written forms would be acceptable to all the people and so that none of the people speaking the language 
would have major difficulty comprehending at least one form. 

In order to achieve this purpose, there was first a data gathering phase and then a testing phase. The first phase, 
which lasted twenty-five days, consisted of collecting information through interviews and gathering tape-recorded 
samples of the language. The second phase, which lasted for seventeen days, consisted of testing people’s under-
standing and recognition of different varieties of their language. 

2 Fakai District of Zuru L.G.A. 
Zuru L.G.A. is situated in the extreme south-central part of Kebbi State in Northwestern Nigeria.1 It is subdivided 

into three districts: Zuru, Dabai, and Fakai. In relationship to Fakai District, Zuru and Dabai Districts are to the east, 
Danko District of Sakaba-Wasugu L.G.A. is to the north, Baguda L.G.A. is to the west, and Rijau L.G.A. (of Niger 
State) is to the south. 

3 The People of Fakai District 
Often in the past, anthropologists described the indigenous people of Fakai District2 as a subgroup of Dakarkari. 

The Dakarkari homeland is to the east of Fakai District and the homeland of the Bangawa, also formerly considered 
a subgroup of Dakarkari, is to the northeast. It is now clear that the indigenes of Fakai District, the Dakarkari 
(Lela),3 and the Bangawa (Lyase) are three distinct language groups. Their languages, along with the Duka lan-
guage, belong to the Northern group of the Kainji branch of the Benue-Congo subfamily.4 

There is no name to refer to all the dialects of the language of the indigenes of Fakai District. Over the years, 
names for the different clans and/or dialects of these indigenes have been cited, with the implication that each clan 
speaks a different dialect. Initially, Temple (1922:89) cited “Kelinchi” (Kelanci), the dialect spoken by the Kelawa 
clan. Later, Harris listed the Fakawa (1938:114) as distinct from the Kelawa. Rowlands (1962:78) further distin-
guished the Gelawa and the people of Kukum as separate entities. He used Lela terms for the peoples of the different 
geographic regions to refer to their respective speech forms. Linguists have generally referred to this dialect cluster 
by the four clans mentioned in Rowland’s article: Puku-Geeri-Keri-Wipsi. Generally, the Hausa people and other 
outsiders call the language Fakkanci. As a matter of ease, this report will adopt the practice of calling the language 
Fakkanci, but it must be pointed out that technically this term should be used to refer only to the speech variety of 
the clan originating from the town of Fakai (i.e., the Fakkawa).5 

From the data collected in April 1991, there are eight clans in the Fakai District speaking Fakkanci. Table 1 shows 
the names that the clans call themselves (autonyms) and the names that outsiders call them. 

                                                            
1In 1991, Kebbi State was created out of the southwestern corner of former Sokoto State. 
2Dakarkari (Lela), Hausa, and Fulani also live in Fakai District, but since it is not their homeland (the area where a major concentration of the 

people live), they are not considered indigenes of Fakai District. 
3From this point on in this report we will use the term Lela to refer to the Dakarkari people of their language, and Lyase to refer to the Banga 

people and language. 
4Earlier these languages were all classified as Plateau languages. Under Greenberg’s classification the Plateau languages were divided into 

seven subgroups. Recently Plateau 1 has been separated from the other Plateau languages and labeled “Kainji” (Gerhardt 1989). Appendix A dis-
cusses language classification and has a chart showing the subclassification of Western Kainji languages. 

5The Hausa suffix “-anci” refers to “language of…”; the suffix “-awa” indicates “people of…”. Since the town of Fakai has been the political 
center and presently the district is called Fakai, the term Fakkanci (Fakanci) is the best for a cover term for the language of all the clans. The 
spelling with two k’s follows the decision of Tuko (1990a) and Amfani (1990). 
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Lela name Hausa name Autonyms 

Pk-nu Fakkawa Kag-ne 

Pk-nu Fakkawa æs-Us 

   
Geeri-ni Gelawa Jiir 
   
Wipsi-ni Zussun/Zusu a-Zuksun 
Wipsi-ni Kukumawa/Kukunawa æs-Fr 
   
Keri-ni Kelawa Kr-ni 
   

d-Gwan Tuduwa a-Ror 

?? Kulu a-Koor 

Table 1 People Terms For the Eight Clans of Fakai District 

To derive the autonyms of each language variety an “t” prefix is added to the root; thus: t-Kag, t-Us, t-Jiir, 

etc. While a Ror man will call his own speech form tma-Ror and a Koor man will call his own tma-Koor, these 
are the only cases when the “ma” affix is added (either in reference to one’s own speech form or another clan’s). 

For the sake of simplicity, this report, though using the autonyms frequently, will not include affixes when refer-
ring to clans or speech forms. The context will make it clear whether the clan or its speech form is being discussed.6 

There have been a few mistaken labels applied to these peoples or their language varieties. Jiir has been wrongly 
labeled “Serim”, which simply is the Jiir word for “speaking”. The Adoma were considered a subgroup of the Ker 
by Temple (1922:89), while today they are known to be Lela speakers living just northeast of Dabai in Roma.7 The 
term “Puku-nu” has been wrongly equated with “Pk-nu”; the former is a Lela subgroup and the latter is a Lela term 
for one of the clans of the Fakai District. 

4 Clan Locations 
All clans are found in Kebbi State, Zuru L.G.A., Fakai District. Figure 1 is a sketch map of the area. On the map 

the clan names are boxed, while town names are not. The arrows are intended to show the spread of the clan without 
drawing boundaries, which are not fully known or are becoming fuzzy with intermixing. The major motorable roads 
are on the map. All are dirt-rock roads except the Rijau-Danko road, which is tarred. 

The Kag generally have been in the area of the present Mahuta-Dabai road, centering around Fakai and to the 
northwest on the plains. Now a large number live in Mahuta as well. 

The Ror have been hill dwellers northwest of Fakai (the word ror means ‘hill’ in the language), They also claim to 
have founded Mahuta, where a large number now reside. Birnin Tudu, Matseri, and Tungan Dutsi are the larger set-
tlements off the main road; Tungan Yawa on the main road between Fakai and Mahuta also has a majority of Ror. 

The Ker live north of the Kag and Ror to the River Ka and east of Danko. Thus they also extend into Danko Dis-
trict of Sakaba-Wasagu L.G.A. This region is termed “Keli”, after the historical center of the people. 

The Koor are very few in number. They live principally in Bakara, just west of Fakai along the main road. How-
ever, their old town is just east of Fakai. 

The Us are scattered and have intermarried with people of other clans (especially Kag) in significant numbers. 
Their traditional center, Rafin Kanya, located on a hill south of the school in Fakai, is now uninhabited except dur-
ing festival times. A few Us families can be found just east of Mahuta, others just west of Bakara, and others living 
to the south with the Duka people in Rijau L.G.A., Niger State. 

The Zuksun live south and southwest of Tungan Yawa. The chief Zuksun town is Tungan Kuka. 

                                                            
6Other spelling conventions followed in this report are: 
 (a) the “ii” in Jiir and “oo” in Koor represent phonetically long vowels, and 

 (b) “Fr” will henceforth be typed as “Fer” and “Kr” as “Ker”. 
7Temple further noted that the Adoma and the Lela used Hausa as the language of communication between the two peoples. Therefore, it is 

clear the Adoma were not Lela speakers in Temple’s day. However, since that time there has been a language shift to Lela in that region. 
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Figure 1 Map of the Area Surveyed 
 
Note: (1) Clan names are boxed; town  

names are not boxed. 
 
(2) Arrows show the spread of the 
clans without drawing boundaries. 
 
(3) The Rijau-Danko road is tarred 
but other roads are dirt-rock. 
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   The Fer live next to the Zuksun, principally to the south of them. Kukum (or Kukun) is their center. There is also a 
significant settlement of Ker migrants in the town of Sakaba, just west of Tungan Bunu (Zente) in Rijau L.G.A., Ni-

ger State. 
The Jiir homeland is west of the Fer. Bokoh, which is on the Bajida-Fakai road, is a large homogeneous Jiir set-

tlement. Gele, found off the Bajida-Fakai road, is only inhabited during festival times. In Bajida the Jiir live with the 
Lela, and further south they live with the Duka along the Dukku-Rijau road (Rijau L.G.A., Niger State). The Jiir are 
moreover reported to be quite scattered, including some in Baguda L.G.A. and others in Wasagu L.G.A. 

In summary, the Ker live in the extreme north; the Ror, Kag, Us, and Koor live in the north-central area; the 
Zuksun live in the south-central area; the Jiir live in the southwest and the Fer in the southeast. 

5 Interclan Association and Contact 
The Kag clan has been politically dominant, but there seems to be tension among the groups or at least a lack of 

unity. Although there is some interaction among the clans, by and large there is little networking. This means mem-
bers of one clan often do not have contact with members of another clan. This fact was revealed by asking the peo-
ple a variety of questions to determine who they associate with on a regular basis. Going to market was found to be 
the major reason for the people of different clans coming together. Even so there is little contact between the south-
ern clans and the others. 

The fact that the clans are loosely associated with one another, and that they differ from one another, is illustrated 
by the following accounts. No Ror encountered in Tungan Yawa or Mahuta expressed having a close Kag friend. Of 
those who have accepted an outside religion, it has been Islam for the Kag while for the Ror it has been predomi-
nantly Christianity. Some Mahuta Ror have never met a Fer individual, and speak to a Jiir only once in a great 
while. It is true that the Fer and the Jiir live some distance from Mahuta, but many Jiir do go to market there. By and 
large, the Ror associate with the Ker and the Zuksun.8 The Kag reported remarkably similar accounts of little contact 
with the Jiir and the Fer, limited contact with the Ror, and much contact with the Ker and the Zuksun. Also most in-
terclan marriages are Ker women married to Ror or Kag men, rather than Ror or Kag women married to Ker men. 

Jiir and Fer self-reported data indicated they associate more with outsiders (Hausa and Lela) than with the other 
clans. However, there is intermarriage between these two clans. Some Jiir reported traveling to Mahuta, Tungan 
Yawa, and Fakai, and even to parties and festivals with the Ker. Although such contact is not as frequent as 
monthly, it is more than the Fer reported. Additionally, many Jiir reported some contact with the Zuksun, while only 
a few Fer did. 

Essentially, this contact between the clans is a reflection of the geographic placement of the clans. Clan association 
is diagrammed schematically in figure 2. The solid lines link the clans that have frequent contact with one another, 
and the broken lines indicate contact of a lesser degree. The dotted line shows the major division according to social 
contact which separates the southern clans from the others. 

 
 Ker NORTHERN 
 
Ror and Koor------------------------------------- Kag and Us CENTRAL 
 
 Zuksun 
 
 
 Jiir SOUTHERN 
 Fer 

Figure 2 Interclan Association in Fakai District 

                                                            
8The Us and Koor were seldom mentioned because of their small size and their each being closely aligned with another clan. The Us are 

aligned with the Kag clan (according to one source they were once aligned with the Ker), and the Koor are aligned with the Ror. 
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6 Population 
Population estimates of Fakkanci speakers have been few. Gunn and Conant (1960:31) present a 1949 estimate of 

12,300 Fakkawa. It is uncertain whether this figure includes the Jiir, Fer, and Ker. Given the 1963 population of 
53,171 for Fakai District, assuming 2.5 percent annual growth (the accepted value for population growth within Ni-
geria), and estimating one out of three inhabitants of Fakai District are speakers of Fakkanci (a conservative esti-
mate) yields 36,256 in 1992.9 Therefore, there are probably at least thirty-six thousand speakers of the language; 
there could be twice as many because the estimate of one out of three inhabitants of Fakai District being Fakkanci 
speakers is probably low. 

The Ror were indicated to be the largest clan, but the people all admitted this was only a guess to say the Ror out-
numbered the Kag. The Koor and the Us clans are the smallest by far. The sizes of the other clans are between that 
of Ror/Kag and Koor/Us. 

7 Religion 
There are six churches in the area: two Catholic churches (in Bokoh and Mahuta), three United Missionary Church 

of Africa (UMCA) churches (in Mahuta, Tungan Yawa, and Kukum), and a Baptist Church (in Tungan Kuka). Most 
of the Christians of this language group are either Ror, Fer, or Zuksun. The Kag are predominantly Muslim, and 
Mahuta has a large mosque. The Ker are probably the most traditional in religious beliefs, because of less exposure 
to Islam and Christianity. Because of their high degree of contact with the Hausa, the Jiir probably have at least 
some Islamic influence. 

8 Linguistic Differences 
The linguistic differences between the speech varieties of Fakkanci were studied by four approaches: 

(1) comparing word lists 
(2) comparing sentence constructions 
(3) administering a comprehension test of Ror speech form 
(4) administering a dialect/accent recognition test. 

8.1 Word list comparison 

The local impression that the language is closer to Duka than to Lela (which is also what Temple (1922:89) as-
serted) was substantiated by comparing words. Over 250 words were compared in Duka, Lela, Fakkanci, and Lyase. 
In each language, individuals were asked what word was used in their language for a given Hausa word. The key 
statistics which resulted from this comparison are that sixty-five percent of the Fakkanci words are similar to their 
Duka counterparts, while 50 percent of the Fakkanci words are similar to their Lela counterparts.10 We can see that 
more Fakkanci words are similar to Duka words than to Lela words. In spite of this fact, settlement patterns and pos-
sible prestige factors have caused Fakkanci speakers to have greater contact with Lela people than they do with the 
Duka. Therefore, there is probably greater acquired comprehension of Lela than of Duka for Fakkanci speakers. 

The speech forms of Fakkanci were also investigated to see if they differed from one another on the basis of vo-
cabulary. The results are as follows: the minimum level of lexical similarity between clan dialects is 92 percent (be-
tween Fer and Ker), and the maximum is 99 percent (between Ror and Us). Appendix C displays the five Fakkanci 
dialect word lists collected11 in a comparative table. Appendix D presents the lexicostatistic and phonostatistic data 
obtained by comparing the word lists using the WORDSURV program (Wimbish 1989). 

It should be noted that fewer than 10 percent of the words on any word list (excluding the Dancy list) are specific 
to that clan’s dialect. For example, the Ker use u-mang for ‘road’, while the other clans use u-fun. 

Even though a word might be used in more than one clan, there might be accent differences. Three types of differ-
ence were noted: vowel or consonant differences, tonal differences, and contraction. An example of the use of dif-
ferent consonants occurs in the noun class system: the Ker often use the prefixes “h-” and “v-” in places where the 

                                                            
9A 2.5 percent annual increase from a population of 12,300 in 1949 (the Gunn and Conant figure) yields 35,566 in 1992. 
10Duka also shows a 50 percent lexical similarity with Lela. Appendix B shows the complete tabulation of the results of this word list compari-

son. 
11Specifically, word lists for Ror, Jiir, Fer, Ker, and Us are included. The Us word list is considerably shorter than the others. A short Fakkanci 

word list collected from an unspecified clan by Paul Dancy (1972) is also included in the comparison of word lists, making a total of six word 
lists. 
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Ror use “r-” and “u-” for singular nouns. The Fer often contract a word by omitting a vowel; for example, fark 
rather than farik for ‘chief’. 

8.2 Sentence study 

A set of twenty-seven sentences were translated into both Fer12 and Ror. The purpose was to determine whether 
both speech forms constructed their sentences in the same manner. The aspects of tense, question formation, nega-
tion, and pronouns were looked at briefly. Regarding these aspects, I found no differences in how the dialects con-
struct sentences and use grammatical structures. 

8.3 Comprehension test 

Shared vocabulary is not a completely accurate gauge to determine comprehension between groups of people. 
Therefore, a text comprehension test was administered to determine how well the Fakkanci-speaking clans under-
stand one another. The complete methodology and its reliability are described by Casad (1974). 

The Ker, Jiir, Fer, and Kag were tested for their comprehension of Ror.13 People of these clans heard stories on 
cassette in the Ror dialect as well as in their own dialect.14 After a person listened to a portion of a story, a question 
would be asked to check his understanding of what he had just heard. The questions were not designed to test intel-
ligence, but simply comprehension. We assume the listener’s comprehension will be reduced if the Ror dialect is 
significantly different from his own. Each person heard the same questions. First a short Ror story was heard. The 
purpose of this short story is to help the person get acquainted with test procedure, which requires him simply to an-
swer the questions and not repeat everything in its entirety. Next the subject (the person listening) heard a story in 
his own dialect that had ten questions,15 and lastly the subject listened to a Ror story that had ten questions. 

Before administering the test, the hypothesis was that the Kag and the Ker would each as a group have better com-
prehension of Ror than the Jiir and the Fer since, as stated earlier, the Ror have more contact with the Kag and the 
Ker than with the Jiir and the Fer. It is possible that the Kag and the Ker would have greater comprehension by 
learning Ror through repeated exposure. Also, the separation of the southern people might cause their dialects to di-
verge from the others. If this is the case, then there would be more divergence of Jiir and Fer from Ror than of Kag 
and Ker. 

The goal of the recorded text test described previously is to measure actual or inherent comprehension, which is a 
function of the similarity of the dialects, rather than to measure acquired comprehension. In order to measure inher-
ent comprehension, it is best that the subjects taking the test have limited contact with the dialect of the test (in this 
case, Ror). It is often assumed that the younger the subject, the smaller his degree of exposure to dialects other than 
his own. This is due to fewer years of contact (especially if the individual has not attended school with people of 
other dialect groups). Subjects in the age range of 14 to 20 years are regarded as the best for this reason. In addition, 
it is best to test at least ten people from each dialect group. 

The group results of comprehension testing using the Ror long story are displayed in table 2. The results for each 
individual are tabulated in appendix E. Each question was scored right (10 points), wrong (0 points), or partially cor-
rect (5 points). There are ten questions in the Ror long story, thus there are 100 points possible. 

                                                            
12Fer was chosen to be part of this comparison after comprehension testing (see section 8.3), which revealed that the Fer had lower comprehen-

sion of the Ror dialect than the other clans had. 
13I decided to test only the comprehension of the Ror dialect by the other clans, because Tuko (1990b) suggests that this is the dialect that 

should be used in reading and writing. The choice of Ror as the standard for written Fakkanci is further discussed in section 10. Here I have as-
sumed that Ror is the chosen standard and that if people of other clans have difficulty understanding spoken Ror, then they would also have diffi-
culty understanding written Ror. 

14All stories were about a single autobiographic incident in the life of the story teller. The stories were not familiar to the listeners, but the inci-
dents involved (e.g., planting rice, hunting) were not foreign. Therefore, the listeners would not be puzzled over what they heard simply because 
it was an uncommon event. The Ror stories were first listened to by Ror individuals who ensured that the quality of the stories was good, and that 
the questions could be easily answered by a native speaker of the dialect. 

15The subjects who have short attention spans or short memories or difficulties with the testing procedure can be detected and screened out by 
their performance on the test in their own dialect. All the subjects scored perfectly on this hometown test except for two Ker subjects. The sub-
jects thus screened out did not listen to the third story, which is the one used to measure their comprehension of Ror. 
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 Kag Ker Jiir Fer 
Number of Subjects 10   7   8 10 
Mean 92 90 81 79 
Standard Deviation 10 17   6 11 

Table 2 Comprehension of the Ror Long Story 

Normally, scores on the short story test are not used in calculating dialect comprehension. Because this test is used 
to help the subjects get acquainted with the test-taking procedures, the results might be abnormally low due to the 
unfamiliarity of the test. However, if the Fakkanci-speaking subjects’ results on the short story are included and the 
percentage of correct answers for both the long and short Ror stories is calculated for each clan, then by and large 
the means increase and the standard deviations decrease. This is observed in table 3. 

 
 Kag Ker Jiir Fer 
Mean 92 86 86 84 
Standard Deviation   8 13   6   8 

Table 3 Comprehension of Both Ror Stories 

Grimes suggests that if the mean comprehension is in the range of 75 percent to 90 percent then there is probable 
marginal comprehension (1988:58). The criterion agreed upon by consensus of language assessment experts is that 
if scores are under 75 percent generally the speech forms require separate written forms (Summer Institute of Lin-
guistics 1989:9.5.2). From the scores in this test of Ror comprehension, one cannot conclude with certainty that 
there is no such need or that Ror will be able to serve all clans. Since the stories are in simple narrative genre, the 
comprehension could well be lower in other genres (e.g., hortatory, expository, explanatory) or in translated stories 
from a foreign culture. 

The Ker mean could be higher, if the two low scores are disregarded.16 The individuals who had these low scores 
were the only ones who also had low scores on the story in their own dialect. This indicates a possible difficulty for 
these individuals in the test-taking process rather than in comprehension. Another possible source of difficulty is the 
fact that all subjects had to use Hausa in responding to test questions (due to lack of an interpreter), and the low-
scoring subjects may have had lower proficiency in Hausa than the others. If these individuals’ results are screened 
out, then the results are as predicted—the people of the southern dialects, the Jiir and the Fer, have lower compre-
hension of simple narrative Ror stories. If we exclude their results, however, it means that the number of subjects 
representing the Ker clan is reduced to five. This is recognized to be a rather small sample size in comprehension 
testing, but the five subjects did score very uniformly. 

The standard deviation figures indicate the degree of uniformity of the scores. Ideally, if inherent comprehension 
is being measured, the standard deviation should be low. This is because all people taking the test should score basi-
cally the same, with their comprehension level indicating linguistic differences between dialects. The standard de-
viation will be higher in the event that some individuals do better than others because they understand Ror better due 
to learning it through extended or repeated exposure. Standard deviations over fifteen percent probably indicate ac-
quired comprehension (Grimes 1988:57) or errors in test procedures. Only the Ker have a standard deviation in this 
range; as discussed earlier this is more likely due to two individuals’ problems in taking the test. The figures for 
standard deviation in this study indicate either that (a) the means are a reflection of the actual (inherent) comprehen-
sion of Ror by the people of other clans, or that (b) the people tested in each clan have nearly equal levels of ac-
quired comprehension of Ror. 

8.4 Dialect/Accent recognition test 

A dialect/accent recognition test was designed to see if accent differences were such that they would allow recog-
nition of the speaker’s clan. A speaker from each clan translated the same seven Hausa sentences, which were re-
corded on cassette. The test then was to ask a subject which clan the speaker was from after listing the eight clans. 
The results show that subjects could not conclusively identify a speaker’s clan.17 If one considers the response to be 
identifying a group of closely related dialects, rather than identifying the one correct dialect, then the accuracy of 

                                                            
16In this case, the Ker mean (on the Ror long story) would be 100 percent and the standard deviation would be zero. When both the long and 

short story results are included in the comprehension scores, the Ker mean would be 94 percent and the standard deviation would be 1.8. 
17For a full explanation of the methodology, discussion of the results, and interpretation of the results, consult Regnier (1992). 
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identification would increase given a proper grouping. The proposed grouping of the dialects/accents is: (a) Kag and 
Us; (b) Ror, Zuksun, and Koor; (c) Ker; (d) Jiir and Fer. Such a grouping is in agreement with social contact patterns 
as discussed earlier. With such a grouping the test subjects’ accuracy in identifying the proper group of clans still 
does not exceed 90 percent. This probably indicates the dialects are very closely related. 

9 Hausa Ability 
Bilingualism in Hausa was not measured. If it were, oral proficiency levels would need to be determined for a rep-

resentative sample of the population, and from this the percent of the population bilingual to various degrees would 
be estimated. Bilingualism was only observed and questioned briefly during interviews. 

Hausa ability in towns along the main road (Mahuta, Fakai, and Tungan Yawa) is probably higher than elsewhere 
due to greater contact and the presence of schools. In schools Hausa is both the medium of instruction in the early 
levels and the language used between the children of different languages. When the people of one town or area have 
a high ability in speaking and comprehending Hausa, it should not be assumed that this is true elsewhere. For exam-
ple, the Ker in the western region of their territory (who seldom attend school) probably have less proficiency in 
Hausa than inhabitants of Mahuta who come in contact often with people who speak Hausa as a first language. 

Most of the people who attend a weekly market in Mahuta, Bajida, or Zuru are probably bilingual to the extent that 
Hausa use poses no difficulty in buying and selling. Almost everyone said there were few or no adults in their vil-
lage that did not know Hausa at least well enough to function in the market. As for children, it was said that many 
children begin to speak and understand Hausa by the age of six. However, Hausa ability in one domain of life does 
not mean ability in all areas. For example, someone might have no difficulty in using Hausa for trade purposes, but 
could find it difficult to express a belief of his mind in Hausa. Since Hausa is a learned language and Fakkanci is the 
mother tongue, Fakkanci is most likely the language that would be used by the people to describe their world views, 
values, and customs as well as to express their feeling and thoughts. Fakkanci is still used in the home and fields 
with family and friends far more often than Hausa is used. 

10 Literacy Development 
In view of the fact that the 1990 law in Nigeria requires primary education to be taught in the mother tongue, 

Clement Tuko researched the possible implementation of this in Zuru L.G.A. (Tuko, 1990b). Tuko shows that de-
spite difficulties and some weaknesses, the strengths of mother-tongue education surpass the weaknesses. He rec-
ommends that literacy in the mother tongue be encouraged and promoted. He further discusses how to prevent 
English ability from suffering, if this law is implemented. 

If Fakkanci is to be developed into a written language, two major questions must be answered: 
(a) Can one written language be used by all the clans without barriers due to misunderstanding? 
(b) Which dialect will serve as the standard if one written language is able to serve all the clans? 

This report has tried to answer these questions by examining the differences between the speech varieties and test-
ing the speakers. It was noted on the word and sentence level that the varieties are very similar, even to the extent 
that identification of a speaker’s clan is difficult. It would seem from this that one written form could be used with-
out difficulty for all clans. However, comprehension testing revealed the Fer and the Jiir may have marginal com-
prehension of Ror. 

What does this possible marginal comprehension of Ror by the Jiir and the Fer mean? If Ror is to be the written 
standard, then care must be exercised to ensure that Jiir and Fer people understand what is written. In the event of 
development of Fakkanci as a written language, it is recommended that a committee be organized made up of mem-
bers from each of the clans. It is highly probable that Fer and Jiir could learn to use future Ror reading material if 
special instructions are given for them and wording is carefully chosen. It is not considered necessary to have sepa-
rate primers for any of the clans. Post-primers for the Fer and Jiir should be used as bridge material to help these 
readers learn differences between their dialects and the written standard of Ror. 

For making the choice of a dialect as the standard for the written form of a language, Sadembouo (1989) suggests 
the following primary criteria: 

(a) high degree of accepted understanding of the dialect 
(b) high degree of predicted understanding of the dialect 
(c) numerical importance of the dialect speakers 
(d) advantageous geographical position of the dialect 
(e) location of the dialect at the center of activity 
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(f) dialect prestige 
(g) pureness of the dialect 
(h) vehicularity of the dialect. 

Based on this set of criteria, the choice of Ror as the standard for the written form is a good one. It is spoken 
probably by the largest clan and has a high degree of accepted understanding. The degree of predicted understanding 
based on word list study and comprehension testing does not exclude Ror. The geographic position of the Ror clan is 
central, and contact patterns causes one to believe that comprehension of Ror by the other clans is higher than com-
prehension of any other dialect, except possibly Kag. The prestige dialect is hard to determine. A possible clue to 
this is that the majority chose Ror as the dialect they thought would be best to use on the radio and in future printed 
materials (if they were restricted from choosing their own speech form). The factors of pureness, vehicularity, and 
location of the dialect at the center of activity are not helpful in making the choice in this case. 

Tuko asserts that Ror should be used as the medium for orthography, based on historical reasons such as the fact 
that the Kag were once outsiders who learned Ror (Tuko 1990a:1–5). Historical expansion of the language is one of 
Sadembouo’s secondary criteria in the choice of a dialect as a standard for written form. In the case of Fakkanci, the 
only other relevant criterion in the secondary set is the one of religious influence. Almost all the Christians belong to 
either the Ror, Zuksun, or Fer.18 The similarity of Ror and Zuksun and the geographic remoteness of the Fer clan 
adds further weight to the choice of Ror. 

11 Conclusion 
This report has attempted to provide a basis for deciding whether reading and writing in Fakkanci would be possi-

ble with only one written form for all eight clans. The approaches taken have demonstrated a great deal of similarity 
between the clans’ speech forms. A comprehension test of Ror has revealed that most of the clans comprehend Ror 
well. Only the southern clans have a possible marginal comprehension of it. However, it is suggested that as long as 
care is taken by primer makers and literacy teachers, Ror could be used as the written standard. Such a language de-
velopment program will take creativity and effort, but the hope is that development of Fakkanci as a written lan-
guage will result in a higher level of literacy and education characterized by good understanding of the literature 
developed. 

                                                            
18Often Islam in Northern Nigeria encourages the use of Hausa rather than the mother tongue in oral communication and Arabic in written. 

Since the Kag are Muslims this could be a factor against using Kag in literacy development 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Language Relationships 
The Benue-Congo subfamily as described in Bendor-Samuel (1989) has nine major branches: Kainji, Platoid, De-

foid, Edoid, Nupoid, Idomoid, Igboid, Cross River, and Bantoid.19 Kainji is divided into “Western” and “Eastern”, 
the latter being mostly in northern Plateau, southern Bauchi, and southern Kaduna states. Gerhardt (1989:362–363) 
divides the Western Kainji languages into seven groups. The languages in focus in this report are members of the 
Northern group20 of Western Kainji. The following chart presents Western Kainji pictorially. Note that each of the 
branches of Western Kainji is a group of languages, except Reshe, which is a language isolate. 

The languages in the Basa, Kamuku, and Eastern branches of Western Kainji are spoken in eastern Niger State. 
Reshe and the Kainji Lake languages are used in the vicinity of the Kainji Reservoir. The Kambari languages are 
spoken in north-central Niger State. 

 
Western Kainji Languages 

 
 
 

 Northern Eastern Kamuku Basa Kambari Reshe Kainji Lake 
 (Group 7) (Group 6) Group Group Group  Group 
 
 
 
 Lela Duka Puku-Geeri-Keri-Wipsi Lyase 
 (Dakarkari) Cluster (Fakkanci) (Banga) 

                                                            
19Additionally, there are two smaller branches of Benue-Congo: Oko and Ukaan-Akpes. 
20The labels “Eastern” and “Northern” are used by Blench and Crozier (1992) for Gerhardt’s Group 6 and Group 7 respectively. The chart indi-

cates both sets of labels. 
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Appendix B: Lexical Similarity Within the Northern Group of Western Kainji 
The four charts below result from comparing word lists of the four languages making up the Northern group of 

Western Kainji (Fakkanci, Duka, Lela, and Lyase). The dialect used for each word list is indicated in parentheses 
beside each language name. Word lists were collected in two Duka dialects whereas the other three languages are 
each represented by a word list from one dialect. Chart 1 shows the number of words compared between each pair of 
speech forms. For example, 284 words were compared between Lela21 and the Ror dialect of Fakkanci. Chart 2 
shows the number of possible cognates22 between each pair of speech forms. For example, comparison of Lela and 
Fakkanci yields 143 possible cognates. Chart 3 then displays the percentage of possible cognates for each pair of 
speech forms. Continuing our example, we see that 50% (143/284) of the Fakkanci words are possible cognates of 
the corresponding Lela words. The variance figures in chart 4 indicate (for each pair of speech forms) the range in 
which the actual percentage of cognates might be, given the fact there is a degree of error during data collection. 
Thus, given the calculated percentage of possible cognates between Lela and Fakkanci as 50% and the variance as 
4.9% (the actual percentage of cognates would likely be in the range between 45.1%) (50%–4.9%) and 54.9% (50% 
+ 4.9%). 

Chart 1: Number of words compared Chart 3: Percentage of possible cognates 

Fakkanci (Ror) Fakkanci (Ror) 
287 Duka (Rijau) 63 Duka (Rijau) 
253 254 Duka (Dukku) 64 85 Duka (Dukku) 
284 285 251 Lela (Com) 50 52 50 Lela (Com) 
269 269 243 267 Lyase (Gwamhi) 57 47 47 43 Lyase (Gwamhi) 

Chart 2: Number of possible cognates Chart 4: Variance 

Fakkanci (Ror) Fakkanci (Ror) 
181 Daka Rijau 4.2 Duka Rijau 
163 217 Duka (Dukku) 4.4 2.8 Duka (Dukku) 
143 147 126 Lela (Com) 4.9 4.8 5.2 Lela (Com) 
152 127 115 116 Lyase (Gwanhi) 4.7 5.2 5.4 5.3 Lyase (Gwamhi) 

The results show that Fakkanci and Duka are more closely related to one another (with over 60 percent possible 
cognates) than either one of them is to Lela (with about 50% possible cognates in each case).

                                                            
21The various dialects of Lela have not yet been systematically studied. The word list used in these comparisons was from a member of the 

Com clan of the Lela people; he was from Rade, near Ribah. 
22Cognates are words which are historically derived from the same root word. If two words from different languages or dialects are phoneti-

cally similar in their present form, then they are considered to be possible cognates (i.e., it is considered likely that they come from the same his-
torical root). 
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Appendix C: Combined Fakkanci Word List 
 English Ror Jiir Fer Ker Us Dancy 
  1 sky domr zmr domr zrmuh domr ///// 

  2 sun r-h r-h u-h u-h r-h r-ho 
  3 cloud r-kuut t-k’It r-ku’ut r-kut u-kuut iri-ki’it 

  4 wind m-ja m-ja m-ja m-ja m-ja ///// 

  5 moon u-pjaat uu-pjat uu-pjat -pjat u-pjaat oo-pjaat 

  6 star u-rgr u-rgr rgr r-brgjr u-brgr uu-regr 
  7 ground u-dak u-dak u-dak u-dak u-dak u-dak 
  8 metal r-kwam u-kwam -lim / r-kwm r-kwam u-kwm ///// 

  9 rock u-tal r-taar r-ta’ar r-taar u-taar ir-ta’ar 

10 hill l-rr -rr rr ror u-lr l- lr 

11 cave u-so u-so’ u-s u-s ///// ///// 

12 pit u-h u-h u-h ///// ///// ///// 

13 dust u-tur * u-kura * u-tur * u-kura * u-kura * ///// 

14 sand m-hirig m-hirg m-hirg m-hirig m-hirg m-hirg 
15 fire u-ra u-ra wu-ra u-ra u-ra uu-ra 
16 burn (v) -d / tks d’g r-tuk dustu -d tokse 

17 axe r-goog r-goog u-gw’og r-gwo’og ///// ///// 

18 split (v) t-brkr t-brkr t-brkr t-brkr u-brkr ///// 

19 ash (hot) m-twa m-twa m-twa m-twa m-twa m-twa 
20 ash (in cooking) m-kamb m-kamb m-kamb m-kamb ///// ///// 
21 smoke m-fu’ut t-fu’It r-hwu’It m-fut m-fut iri-hu’it 

22 water m-bu m-br m-bur m-br m-bur u-mgbi 
23 drink (v) -swa u-swa u’o-sw -sua u-swa sua 

24 pour away (v) ægæsun t-ægs ///// unt-ægz tægæs ///// 

25 pour into (v) da’as ///// da’as dst udaas ///// 

26 rain u-ju u-j u-jur u-ju u-ju u-ij 

27 dew -raput -ræput d-ræput u-raput d- ræput ///// 

28 river u-kor i-gor u-kr u-kor ///// ///// 

29 God u-wr ///// u-wr u-w ///// ///// 

30 person nt nt nit nt nit net 
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 English Ror Jiir Fer Ker Us Dancy 
31 man tampa tampa tampa tampa tampa tampa 
32 husband tampa ** tampa ** tampa ** tampa ** tampa ** ///// 
                           same as “man”                      same as “man” 
33 father u-Is u-so u-s r-s ///// ///// 

34 woman nta neta nta nita nta nita 

35 wife ntar gr ** ntar gr ** ntar gr ** nitar gr ** ntar gr ** ///// 
                compound of “woman+marry”         compound of  “woman+marry” 
36 mother u-in u-inu u-inu r-in ///// ///// 

37 ancestor t-zika o-dika u-ika u-ika ///// ///// 

38 child r-ija / wa r-ija wa r-ija ///// ///// 

39 girl gwp i-gwp weji-gwp gwp ///// ///// 
40 chief farIk hwarIk fark hwarIk ///// ///// 
41 stranger hamt hamit hamt hamit ///// ///// 

42 name r-dim r-dim r-din r-din r-dim ir-dim 
43 one tun tun tin tin tun uu-gn 
44 two jiir jiir jiir jiir jiir jiri 
45 three tut tut tut tut tut ///// 
46 four nass nass nass nass nass ///// 
47 five ta ta ta ta ta ///// 

48 six iin ikn sikn ihi ihin ///// 
49 seven ta’il ta’il ta’il ta’il ta’il ///// 
50 eight iil / kabd’il iil iil kabd’il kabd’il ///// 

51 nine duul / kabdugan dul dur kabdugu kabdugan ///// 
52 ten up’ up’ up up up ///// 
53 twenty r-ik r-kwaz r-kwaz r-ik ///// ///// 

54 hundred r-ik u-tan ** ///// r-kwaz tan ** ///// ///// ///// 

               compound of “twenty  X  five”    

55 many u-tat / jt u-tn u-tn u-tat u-tat o-kau 

56 all bt t-bjt u-bt bt bt bt 
57 speak (v) -srIm -srIm -srim -srm -srim ze “say” 

58 count (v) t-gr t-gr t-gr ogur t-ogur ///// 

59 know (v) u-np t-np u-np u-np m-np m-np 
60 bean u-jar u-jar u-jar jar ///// ///// 
* apparent loan from Hausa ** excluded from count of apparent cognates 
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 English Ror Jiir Fer Ker Us Dancy 
61 groundnut u-gwn u-gwn u-gwn gwn ///// ///// 

62 guinea corn ur / hir hir sI Ir ///// ///// 
63 rice u-sap sap sap sap ///// ///// 
64 salt t-ma t-ma t-ma t-ma t-ma ///// 
65 pepper (red) u-zangali zangali zangali zangali ///// ///// 
66 millet nat nat nat nat  ///// ///// 
67 honey s s’ s s ///// ///// 

68 die (v) -mar -mar -mar u-marug -mar m-mar 

69 corpse r-u r-u r-u r-u ///// ///// 

70 bury u-dok u-dok u-dok tks ///// ///// 

71 bury (not a corpse) u-dak ///// ///// n-djak u-djak ///// 

72 marry (v) r-g r-g r-g r-gr r-gr ///// 

73 give birth (v) r-mat u-mat u-mat u-matug r-mat ///// 

74 grow nn t-rogm nn u-nng ///// ///// 

75 sickness s-gm gm gm ///// ///// ///// 

76 cry (v) s-kan s-kan s-kan ///// ///// ///// 

77 fear (v) u-gr u-gr u-gr r-gr u-gr ///// 

78 laugh (v) -nms -nms -nms -nms -nms ///// 

79 see (v) m-hjan m-hjan m-hjan /m-an m-hjan m-hjan m-hjane 

80 show (v) t-ks t-ks t-ks t-ksk t-ks ///// 

81 smell (v) m-wuks tu-wus tu-ws u-wskr tu-wst ///// 

82 hear (v) m-hg m-hg m-hg u-hk m-hg m-hk 
83 hunger s-mr s-mr s-mjr u-mr s-mr ///// 

84 eat (v) u-r u-r u-r u-r u-r e-re 

85 bite (v) u-jap / m-Ip u-p s-p s-p m-jIp i-jap 

86 porridge r-ga r-ga r-ga ///// ///// ///// 

87 sauce r-twa r-twa r-twa ///// ///// ///// 

88 mortar r-du r-du r-du r-du ///// ///// 

89 pestle r-sund r-sndi u-swund r-sund ///// ///// 

90 pot r-tur -tur u-tur r-tur ///// ///// 
    
    
* apparent loan from Hausa ** excluded from count of apparent cognates   
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 English Ror Jiir Fer Ker Us Dancy 
91 beer k k k k ///// kj 
92 milk -m -m -m -m ///// -m 
93 suck (v) -s s-sur u-swu ** -sut -sua ** ///// 
                              same as “drink”                               same as “drink”  
94 black -sirim -srIm u-srIm -srim -srim srim 

95 white o-pus / mok u-pus u-pus -pus ///// smk 
96 red u-daz u-daz u-daz u-daz u-dazija zum 

97 walk (v) m-ha m-ha ///// m-ha ///// ///// 

98 leave (v) jag jag t-jg u-jak ///// ///// 

99 come (v) haan han r-han han ///// ///// 

100 follow (v) r-dr dn dr ///// ///// ///// 

101 stand up (v) jnj junj jn jIn ///// Ir’IIs 

102 sit down (v) r-u’ut r-u’ut r-sI’It Itu ///// ///// 

103 jump smak mak mak ///// ///// ///// 

104 fall (v) r-h’ r-h’ r-h u-hg ///// ///// 

105 break (v) t-gt gIs t-gt / gIs ///// ///// ///// 

106 pull (v) t-nak rt-nak ///// nak ///// ///// 

107 push (v) tk r-tk r-tk tk ///// ///// 

108 squeeze (v) t-vIn vin t-mrgr t-vin ///// ///// 

109 wash (v) m-daas u-daaz u-daas u-das m-daaz ///// 

110 send (v) tm tm tm tm s-tm ///// 
111 farm (n) wu-tak o-tak u-tak u-tak ///// ///// 
112 cultivate (v) r-tm r-tm r-tm r-tm r-trm ///// 

113 dig t-kau ko t-kaor t-kau ///// ///// 
114 build u-ma a-ma u-ma ///// ///// ///// 
115 carve u-ab u-ab u-ab ///// ///// ///// 

116 sew dir dir dir ///// ///// ///// 

117 harvest t-kIt kIt kIt ///// ///// ///// 

118 sleep (v) m-roog m-roog m-roog m-rub m-roog m-rg 
119 lie down um-lt r-lIt l-lIt lIt rtm-lIt l-lit 

120 want (v) t-tan t-twan t-twan t-tan t-tjan ///// 
        
* apparent loan from Hausa ** excluded from count of apparent cognates  
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 English Ror Jiir Fer Ker Us Dancy 
121 give (v) u-nja u-najs t-jæ’æs u-najs u-jaag u-na 
122 steal (v) u-hiju u-hiju u-hiju u-hjib ///// ///// 
123 house u-kur u-kur u-kur u-kur u-kur ///// 
124 compound u-bu u-bu u-bu u-bu u-bu ///// 
125 stool (wood) r-pra r-pra r-pra r-pra ///// ///// 

126 stool (mud) r-tms ///// r-tms ///// r-tms ///// 

127 village u-tuga */wu-tas b-rk ///// r-dg ** wu-tas ///// 
                                 same as “bush”   
128 town u-b u-b u-b u-b u-b ///// 

129 road u-fn u-hwun fun u-mag funjto uu-hwun 

130 rope u-h / r-bar u-h u-h b-h / r-bar u-h ///// 

131 tie (v) gag a-gag ad-gks u-gag ///// ///// 

132 broom u-bias u-bias u-bjias -bjias ///// ///// 

133 sweep (v) t-ps t-ps t-ps t-bise ///// ///// 

134 calabash u-kk u-kk u-kk u-kk ///// ///// 

135 who? wana wana wana wue wana wana 

136 what? wane / jno jæn u-wane jan wan mewa 

137 why? domwan u-rimuwan u-rmnjane dImran domwan ///// 

138 night m-gIp m-gIp m-gIp m-gIp m-gIp m-gjep 

139 morning r-wn r-wn r-wn r-wn ///// ///// 

140 afternoon r-h ** u-h ** ///// r-h ** ///// ///// 
          same as “sun”                         same as “sun”   
141 evening m-rim m-rim m-rim ///// ///// ///// 

142 year u-hak u-hak s-hak i-hak s-hak ///// 

143 rainy season u-gs u-gws u-gs u-gs ///// ///// 

144 dry season dawo hw / zwn u-zwun o-hown ///// ///// ///// 

145 play (v) hr hr hr hr ///// ///// 

146 dance (v) s-ho -ho s-ho s-hv ///// ///// 

147 drum (n) r-ggo r-ggo ///// ///// ///// ///// 

148 sing (v) -sp -sp -sp -sp ///// ///// 

149 song (n) u-sp ** u-sp ** u-sp ** u-sp ** ///// ///// 
                          same as “sing”                           same as “sing”   
150 whistle (v) s-kir s-kir s-kir s-kir ///// ///// 
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 English Ror Jiir Fer Ker Us Dancy 
151 war m-gag m-gag r-gwn / m-gag m-gag ///// ///// 

152 hit (v) u-gap u-gap / a-gagm u-gap u-gap ///// ///// 

153 fight m-dum -dum m-dum -dum ///// ///// 

154 tree u-t u-t s-t s-t u-t u-ti 

155 baobab u-kuk u-kwuk u-kwuk -kk ///// ///// 

156 bark (on tree) u-p u-p’g u-p’g u-p’g u-p u-p’g 
157 branch r-zug / u-t u-fg æs-fk v-zug ///// ///// 

158 flower r-pjakIt r-pjakIt r-pjakIt r-pjakIt ///// ///// 

159 leaf u-ran uu-ran t-ran t-ran u-ran uu-rn 
160 seed g g g g g g 

161 root u-gr uu-gr s-gr v-gr u-gr uu-giri 

162 thorn u-ul / u-hir u-hir u-hil s-hil ///// ///// 

163 bush r-dg r-dg r-dg r-dg ///// ///// 

164 round r-kat r-kt girgir ** r-kwr r-kat nr 
                               “spherical”    
165 hot m-dg m-dg m-dg m-dg m-dg mm-dui 
166 cold m-tr m-tr m-tr m-tur m-tr m-tr 
167 dry up (v) m-ga / gu’ust ga’ag / gu’ust t-gu’Is u-gust t-gis ga’ag 

168 spread dan u-dan t-dant t-danj dæn ///// 

169 dark u-twum u-tum u-tum u-twm ///// ///// 

170 new u-pu’ -pu’ u-pu ra-pu’ u-puh pu 
171 old u-ut u-ut u-ut u-ut ///// ///// 
172 good -s’ u-su’ m-sk r-sar a-su’ r-zwar 

173 evil i-joto namu zwar’ i-j’ ///// ///// ///// 

174 big -jat u-dmr / u-bb u-damra ///// /////  

175 heavy m-no m-no m-no’ ///// ///// ///// 

176 tall m-a ///// ///// ///// m-da ///// 
177 long m-wur m-wur m-wur m-wur at-wur m-wiri 
178 small r-k r-k i-dakst ///// r-k ere-ke 

179 short r-kik r-kik r-dutu / r-kik r-kik r-kik ///// 

180 deep r-ra m-ra m-rak ///// ///// ///// 
        
* apparent loan from Hausa ** excluded from count of apparent cognates  
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 English Ror Jiir Fer Ker Us Dancy 
181 sharp-edged m-r m-r m-r r-gaag ///// ///// 

182 full t-sir Irg r-ar sasa ug iig 
183 animal u-bisa * u-bisa * u-bisa * u-bisa * u-bisa * ///// 
184 fat (n) m-sm m-sm m-sm m-sm m-sm ///// 

185 meat m-ap m-ap m-ap ///// ///// m-ap 
186 horn u-kar u-kar u-kar av-kar u-kar -kar 
187 tail u-tur u-tur u-tur av-tur u-tor -tr 
188 cow u-na u-na u-na u-na u-na ///// 
189 chicken u-kuut u-kuut u-kuut r-kuut u-kuut ///// 

190 guinea fowl u-kwoot u-kt u-kt vkt ///// ///// 

191 egg r-g r-gj r-gj r-gj r-g iri-gje 

192 dog u- uu- uu- r- u- uu- 
193 bark (v) r-an r-an -an r-an r-an ///// 

194 horse u-dwag u-dwag u-dwag v-ta ///// ///// 

195 sheep u-ta u-ta u-ta v -ta ///// ///// 
196 goat u-gwaar u-gwaar u-gwar u-gwaar ub-gwaar ///// 
197 scorpion u-tot u-tot u-tot v -tot ///// ///// 

198 mosquito u-rwend u-rnd u-rnd ///// ///// ///// 

199 louse kwarkwat * kwarkwarta * u-kwarkwatap * r-kwarkwat * u-kwarkata * krkto * 
200 spider u-darida * u-daridag * u-darida * u-darIda * ///// ///// 

201 tick u-op u-p u-p r-p ///// ///// 

202 fly (n) u-gi u-gi u-gi r-gi ///// ///// 
203 earthworm u-wap u-wap u-wap ///// ///// ///// 
204 monkey u-wam u-wam u-wam b-wam ///// ///// 

205 buffalo u-hwut u-hwt u-hut v-hwut ///// ///// 

206 grasscutter u-p u-p u-p ///// ///// ///// 

207 rodent u-rog u-rog u-rog v-rok ///// ///// 

208 boar u-tarIm u-tarIm u-taram v-tarim ///// ///// 

209 elephant u-rwag u-rwag u-rwag r-rwg u-rwag ///// 

210 lion u-zur u-zur u-zur v-zur ///// ///// 
        
        
* apparent loan from Hausa ** excluded from count of apparent cognates  
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 English Ror Jiir Fer Ker Us Dancy 
211 hyena u-gwomr u-dur u-tur v-gmr ///// ///// 
212 crab u-au o-au u-au ///// ///// ///// 
213 crocodile u-tu u-tu u-tu v-tu ///// ///// 

214 fish u-dan u-dan u-dan v-dan v-dan u-dan 
215 swim (v) swab u-awab u-swab swab swab u-suab 
216 bird u-nu u-nu u-nu v-nu u-nu uu-nu 

217 wing u-kap t-kap t-kap t-kap u-kap ///// 

218 feather u-tan t-tan t-tan v-tan u-tan tan 
219 bat u-bum u-bum u-bum r-bom ///// ///// 

220 fly (v) -jn u-rjn r-hin u-hnha ///// riene 

221 snake u-hwa u-hwa u-fwa r-fwa u-fa ///// 

222 python u-f u- u-I v- ///// ///// 

223 lizard u-g u-g u-g ///// ///// ///// 
224 land monitor u-ul u-ul u-ul ///// ///// ///// 
225 water monitor u-v u-v u-v ///// ///// ///// 

226 tortoise r-kaar u-kaar u-kar r-kar r-kar ///// 

227 frog r-ko r-ko r-ko r-kow ///// ///// 

228 arrow r-r r-r r-r r-r ///// ///// 
229 bow (n) u-ta u-ta u-ta ta ///// ///// 
230 spear u-sap u-sap u-sap r-sap u-sap ///// 

231 throw (v) t-bn vili t-bn u-bn bng ///// 
232 knife u-van u-van u-van u-vwan u-van ///// 
233 kill (v) r-h t-h t-h u-h h r-h 
234 body u-war u-war u-war u-war ///// ///// 
235 skin u-ka uu-ka u-ka’ u-ka u-ka uu-k 
236 head r-hi r-hi r-hi r-hji r-hji r-hi 

237 hair s-hi ** s-tan s-hi ** -tjan s-hi ** tan 
                                same as “head”                        same as “head”                          same as “head”  
238 face u-ur u-ir u-ir u-ur ///// ///// 

239 ear u-t u-t -t -t u-t t-t 
240 eye r-is r-iss is r-is r-is is 
        
        
* apparent loan from Hausa ** excluded from count of apparent cognates  
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 English Ror Jiir Fer Ker Us Dancy 
241 nose r-swa r-swa r-swa r-swa r-swa r-swa 

242 lip t-gp r-gp u-gwp t-gwp ///// ///// 
243 mouth u-nu uu-nu u-nu u-nuu u-nuu uu-nu 
244 tongue -lIm r-lIm r-lIm l-lm r-lIm ee-lim 
245 tooth u-nin u-nin nin nin ///// nin 
246 cheek t-gut r-gut t-gut t-gut ///// ///// 

247 chin r-luk r-lIkmpr r-lkmpr r-luk ///// ///// 

248 neck gks gks gks gks gks gjks 
249 shoulder u-kap t-kap zogat kap u-kap ///// ///// 

250 arm u-kum u-kum u-kum u-kum u-kwum -kum 

251 finger u-dow u-dow u-do r-duv ///// ///// 

252 fingernail u-karanku o-karanku u-kanku vkaranku karanku ///// 

253 palm r-daks r-daks r-daks r-daks ///// ///// 

254 chest r-sg u-sg r-gn u-sg ///// ///// 

255 breast r-d r-d r-d r-m r-d d-de 
256 heart r-hur r-hur r-hur r-hur r-hur r-hur 

257 belly r-mn t-mn t-mn t-mn t-mn t-men 
258 intestine jag  -mn ** jatatamn ** jatatamn ** jag  -mn ** jag  -mn ** ///// 
                   compound of “?+belly”                compound of “?+belly”  
259 liver r-dab r-dab r-dab r-dab r-dab djab 
260 navel r-ob r-ob r-ob r-ob r-ob ///// 

261 rib u-gas s-gas s-gas s-gas ///// ///// 
262 leg u-na u-na u-na u-na u-na ss-na 
263 thigh u-kut u-kut u-kut u-kut ///// ///// 
264 heel r-dknt r-dknt u-gr r-daknta ///// ///// 

265 knee r-dwn r-dwn u-dwun r-dun r-dwun ri-dun 
266 back u-In ///// r-sin u-In ///// ///// 

267 waist u-bIn r-bok u-bIn u-bIn ///// ///// 

268 buttocks gddrno ** banturno/vantdIk vantdIk grtrno ** grtrno ** ///// 
                       compound of “bottom+cheek”         compound of “bottom+cheek” 
269 wound u-nat u-nat u-nat ///// ///// ///// 
270 swell (v) m-fu m-hwu m-hwt hustu m-hwu ///// 
        
* apparent loan from Hausa ** excluded from count of apparent cognates  
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 English Ror Jiir Fer Ker Us Dancy 
271 scar u-ran u-ran u-ran u-ran ///// ///// 
272 blood m-hI m-hIr / m-u m-I m-hjI m-hjI mm-hji 
273 bone u-ar u-ar u-ar u-ar u-ar u-ar 
274 urine m-bas m-bas m-bas m-bas m-bas ///// 

275 spit (v) -tps r-tpus r-tps topsu -tps ///// 

276 saliva m-ta -ta ’-ta m-ta ///// ///// 

277 sweat r-hund s-hund s-hund ///// ///// ///// 

278 vomit (v) t-gwa t-gwa t-gwa t-gwa t-gwap ///// 

279 blow (v) t-fr t-fur t-fr u-hurug t-fwur ///// 

280 cough (v) s-war s-war s-war s-war s-war ///// 

281 scratch (v) m-koot m-koot m-kot m-koot m-koot ///// 
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Appendix D: Analysis of Word List Comparison for Fakkanci Dialects 

1. Lexicostatistic Analysis (Lexical Similarity of Dialects) 

Chart 1: Number of words compared 

Ror 
262 Jiir 
260 257 Fer 
236 233 230 Ker 
139 136 135 136 Us 
 86  87  85  84  78 Dancy 
 Word list23 

Chart 2: Number of possible cognates 

Ror 
253 Jiir 
250 243 Fer 
230 217 212 Ker 
138 129 130 130 Us 
 76  75  72  68  66 Dancy 
 Word list 

Chart 3: Percentage of possible cognates 

Ror 
97 Jirr 
96 95 Fer 
97 93 92 Ker 
99 95 96 96 Us 
88 86 85 81 85 Dancy 
 Word list 

Chart 4: Variance 

Ror 

1.4 Jiir 
1.6 1.9 Fer 
1.4 2.4 2.6 Ker 
1.1 2.7 2.4 2.4 Us 
5.4 6.4 6.7 7.6 7.0 Dancy 
 Word list 

                                                            
23This is a 100-item word list collected by linguist Paul Dancy (1972). Not all hundred items were found on the longer word lists with which 

the Dancy word list was compared. 
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Appendix D, Continued 

2. Phonostatistic Analysis (Sound Changes Between Dialects) 

Note: Sound changes are tallied only for possible cognates between word lists. 

Chart 5: Number of phones which differ between dialects 

Ror 
108 Jiir 
133 117 Fer 
163 150 149 Ker 
 60  73  80  92 Us 
 83  72  73  76  68 Dancy 
 Word list 

Chart 6: Total number of correspondences between dialects 

Ror 
850 Jiir 
833 823 Fer 
809 758 728 Ker 
484 450 459 464 Us 
257 258 243 235 226 Dancy 
 Word list 

Chart 7: Percentage of phones which differ between dialects 

Ror 
13 Jiir 
16 14 Fer 
20 20 20 Ker 
12 16 17 20 Us 
32 28 30 32 30 Dancy 
 Word list 
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Appendix E: Comprehension Testing: Individual Results on Ror Stories 

Scoring on Responses: R = Right (10 points), W = Wrong (0 points), H = Half-right (5 points). 
The scores on the five questions of the Ror short story are shown first and then the scores on the ten 
questions of the Ror long story. For example, Kag subject #2 gave only one wrong answer, on question 9 
of the long story. 

Kag Subjects: #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 
 

Q 1. R R W R R R W R R R 
 2. R R R W R R R R R R 
U 3. R R R R R R R R R R 
 4. R R R R R R R R R R 
E 5. R R R R R R R R R R 
 
S 1. R R W R R R R R R R 
 2. R R R R R R R R R W 
T 3. R R R R R R R R R R 
 4. R R W R R W R R R R 
I 5. R R R H R R R R R R 
 6. R R W R R R R W R R 
O 7. R R R R R R R R R R 
 8. R R R R R R R R R R 
N 9. R W R R R W R R R R 
 10. R R R R R R R R R R 
S 

Total score (%), 
long story only 100 90 70 95 100 80 100 90 100 90 

Total score (%), 
short and long 
stories combined 100 93 73 90 100 87 93 93 100 93 
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Appendix E, Continued 

Ker Subjects: #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 
 

Q 1. W R W W W W W 
 2. R H R R W R R 
U 3. R R R R R R R 
 4. R R R R R R R 
E 5. R R R R R R R 
 
S 1. R R R R R R R 
 2. R R R R R R R 
T 3. R R W R W R R 
 4. R R W R R R R 
I 5. R R R R W R R 
 6. R R R R R R R 
O 7. R R R R R R R 
 8. R R R R R R R 
N 9. R R W R W R R 
 10. R R W R R R R 
S 

Total score (%), 
long story only 100 100 60 100 70 100 100 

Total score (%), 
short and long 
stories combined 93 97 67 93 67 93 93 

Jiir Subjects: #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 
 

Q 1. W R R R R R R W 
 2. R R R R R R R R 
U 3. R R R R R R R R 
 4. R R R R R R R R 
E 5. R R R R R R R R 
 
S 1. R R W R R R R H 
 2. R R R R R R R R 
T 3. R R R R R R R R 
 4. R R R W W R R R 
I 5. R W R W R R R W 
 6. W R R H R W R R 
O 7. R R R R R R H R 
 8. R R R R R R R R 
N 9. W W W R W H R W 
 10. R R R R R R R R 
S 

Total score (%), 
long story only 80 80 80 75 80 85 95 75 

Total score (%), 
short and long 
stories combined 80 87 87 83 87 90 97 77 
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Appendix E, Continued 

Fer Subjects: #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 
 

Q 1. R R R R W R W R R R 
 2. R R R R R R R R R R 
U 3. R R R R R R R R R R 
 4. R R R R R R R R R R 
E 5. R R R R R R R R R R 
 
S 1. W R R W R W W W W H 
 2. W R R R R R R R R R 
T 3. R R R R R W R R R R 
 4. W R R R R H R R R R 
I 5. R W R W W W R R R R 
 6. R H W R R H H H R H 
O 7. R R R R R R R R R R 
 8. R R R R R R R R R R 
N 9. R R R R W R W R W R 
 10. W R R R R R R R R R 
S 

Total score (%), 
long story only 60 85 90 80 80 60 75 85 80 90 

Total score (%), 
short and long 
stories combined 73 90 93 87 80 73 77 90 87 93 
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Appendix F: Contacts and Additional Information 

Names and Locations of Interested Contacts: 

Yusufu Kana (Ror) 
Former pastor, U.M.C.A. Kanya 
P.O. Box 1, Zuru, Kebbi State 

Stephen Kaso (Ror) 
Pastor, U.M.C.A. Mahuta 
P.O. Box 1, Zuru, Kebbi State 

Ishaya Noma (Ror) 
Pastor, U.M.C.A. Tungan Magajiya 
P.O. Box 1, Zuru, Kebbi State 

Zachius Cinama Michael (Us) 
Teacher in Rajida 

Israel Jacob Wade (Jiir) 
Calvary Ministries (CAPRO) 
Box 184 
Zuru, Kebbi State 

Clement S. Tuko (Ror) 
Lecturer in Department of English 
Residence B6, Federal Science College 
P.M.R. 02206 
Sokoto, Sokoto State 

The following is a list of papers by Clement Tuko, 
to be published by University of Ibadan Press under the title 
Papers in Et-Kag [Fakkanci]: 

(1) The past tense transformation of English and the L1 [Fakkanci] 
(2) Verbs and the verbal system [Fakkanci] 
(3) The progressive in Fakkanci 
(4) The possessive in Fakkanci 
(5) Sounds likely to be a source of difficulty to a Fakkanci learner of English 
(6) Noun classes and their pluralisation in the African language [Fakkanci] 
(7) History of Fakai District 

Further information on the Location and History of Fakkawa Clans: 

Clan Name Names of Settlements and Villages Additional Notes 

Ker Keli, U-Keri, Tungan Rakumi road to Keli area is 6.3 km south of the 
 in the west: Elebri, Elambre, Esgan, Esarara, Catholic Church in Danko 
 Sugubisu, Uzug, Ratar Giwa, Kaksepi, also said to live in Sakaba-Wasagu L.G.A., 
 Dupsuo, Usupso, Gulbi, Kaikazo, Esalgin Danko District 

Kag Fakai, Mahuta, Uja (outside Rijau) reportedly first embraced Catholicism,  
 minority in Marafa, Danindo but when teachers left they turned to Islam 

Ror Mahuta, Birnin Tudu, Kulu, Maseri, Tungan Dutsi, claim to have founded Mahuta; Birnin Tudu 
 Tungan Yawa, Demso, Bauru, Ucheri, Majima, and Mahuta may have split before 1930 
 Urgun, Bukata 

Fer Kukum some Fer live outside Fakai District in  
  Rijau L.G.A. 
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Jiir U-Geeri, Bokoh, Bajida, Gele some live outside Fakai District in Rijau, 
  Gummi, and Bagudo L.G.A.s 

Koor now principally in Bakara old town is east of Fakai 

Us scattered, intermarried with people of traditional center is Rafin Kanya 
 other clans 

Zuksun Tungan Kuka 
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